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Next Generation Test Automation  
Platform Powered by Visual AI
Increase quality, accelerate delivery, and reduce cost with the world’s most intelligent automation platform.

Visual AI replicates the human eye and brain, looks at every screen and page in seconds, and spots app regressions 
that truly matter. 

Over 350 Brands Rely on the Applitools Ultrafast Test Cloud

10 of 10 Top Software Companies in the World. 5 of 10 Top Banks in the US. 4 of 10 Top Pharma Companies in the US

Our core products, Applitools Eyes and Ultrafast Grid, integrate 
seamlessly with your existing stack, allowing teams to fully 
automate their end-to-end UI testing and monitoring through a 
single, integrated AI-powered platform that provides:

• Functional Testing
• Visual Testing
• Web, Mobile, and UI/UX Testing
• Cross Browser & Device Testing
• Compliance Testing

• Localization, Accessibility, PDF Testing, & More

Accelerating time to production, without sacrificing quality has become table stakes for Agile DevOps 
professionals. The team at Applitools has taken a fresh approach to cross browser testing with the 
Ultrafast Grid. While traditional cloud testing platforms are subject to false positives and slow execution, 
Applitools’ unique ability to run Visual AI in parallel containers can give your team the unfair advantage of 
stability, speed, and improved coverage. This modern approach to testing is something that all DevOps 
professionals should strongly consider.”

Visual AI allows tests 
to be authored 5.8x 
faster compared to 
the traditional code-
based approach.

FASTER

5.8x

Test code powered 
by Visual AI increases 
coverage via open-ended 
assertions and is thus 5.9X 
more efficient per line of code.

MORE EFFICIENT
5.9x

Reducing brittle 
locators & labels 
via Visual AI means 
reduced maintenance 
overhead.

MORE STABLE
3.8x

Open-ended 
assertions via Visual 
AI are 45% more 
effective at catching 
bugs.

MORE BUGS CAUGHT
45%

Visual AI: ROI data from our customers

Traditional testing platforms simply cannot match our accuracy, speed, and coverage. 

“
Igor Draskovic | VP, Developer Specialist | BNY Mellon
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Adding Applitools Visual AI to your existing test automation framework allows quality teams to release perfect apps 
faster and at a reduced cost.

One Intelligent Platform - Applitools Ultrafast Test Cloud

Integrates Seamlessly With Everything in Your Pipeline

Over 50 SDKs and integrations targeting every UI technology and programming language.

Visual AI

Root Cause 
Analysis

AI Auto-Maintenance
& Smart Assist

Test Analytics 
Dashboards

60+ SDKs & 
Integrations

Accessibility & 
Contrast Testing

Ultrafast Cross 
Browser Testing

Ultrafast Test 
Cloud

Applitools Ultrafast Grid represents the next generation of cross browser testing. With 
Ultrafast Grid, you run your functional & visual tests once locally and it instantly renders 
all screens across all combinations of browsers, devices, and viewports. This is all done 
with unprecedented security, stability, and speed, and with virtually no setup required.

Applitools Eyes allows you to quickly add Visual AI to your existing tests. Visual 
AI replicates the human eyes and brain, looking at every screen of your web and 
mobile applications and instantly spotting functional & visual regressions, while 
ignoring differences that don’t matter.
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